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Three scenarios . of structural reform dominate discussion. . One scenario is technological; it anticipates a historic transformation of scholarly communica-· tion from the print age to the electronic era now under way.
1 Another scenario concerns the publisher base; it envisions university presses greatly expanding their. role, particularly in science and technology journals, with the aim of displacing the monopoly position of commercial presses. 2 The third scenario focuses on the academic rewards system; it foresees administrators making a concerted move toward qualitative measures of faculty research performance, with the aim of displacing the publish-or-perish syndrome of insignificant articles. 3 How well do those scenarios capture the likely prospects for structural reform? Taken literally, none of them can be assessed very realistically: Each scenario is indeterminant about the shortterm future. In the case of technological transformation, this difficulty is under-: stand able. Writers generally refrain from For the other scenarios involving concerted initiatives on the part of the nation's universities, the indeterminate nature of discussion is troublesome. There is no time frame or specific plan, only an expectation that the "sleeping giant of higher education will soon wake up" to the need for structural reform. 4 Nor is any salient role assigned to libraries. Rather, the literature in our field stresses that libraries, as captive markets, are in a dependent position in the system, with little potential for collective action.
This structural property of loose coupling is the essential reason why structural reform, which presupposes a considerable degree of integration and consensus in the system, is a poor theory and an unrealistic prospect.
Overall, the issue of prospects for structural reform has reached an impasse. Libraries have, in effect, placed the burden of responsibility on groups and events beyond their sphere of control. At the same time, a decade of deliberation in our field on the plausibility of such wishful scenarios has stunted consideration of real-world approaches that are practical and within our control. As Karen Hunter has observed, it is rather "bewildering that there are relatively few articles on what can be done to improve access [now] . Instead, the emphasis is on creating a utopia for the twenty-first century." 5 To assess the realism of the three scenarios, a fundamental shift in perspective is necessary. Underlying all the scenarios is a basic assumption: that scholarly communication constitutes an interdependent system. This assumption originated in The National Enquiry into Scholarly Communication, a 1979 report by the American Council of Learned March 1994 Societies (ACLS). The report begins with an "axiom" that the "various constituencies involved in scholarly communication-the scholars themselves, the publishers of books and of learned journals, the research librarians, the learned societies-are all components of a single system and are thus fundamentally dependent upon each other." 6 A few pages later, the report picks up that thought once again with the assertion that, although different constituencies may adopt conflicting approaches to particular problems, the "binding forces, the common interests, are ultimately stronger." 7 Yet, nowhere else in the 166-page report is system interdependency even mentioned. Evidently, it was included as a matter of presumed logic (that systems are supposed to be interdependent) or normative value (that all groups should cooperate).
The impact of those brief passages has been profound. As Charles Osburn has pointed out, while the report's findings and recommendations were soon forgotten, its notion of an interdependent system paved the way for scholarly communication to become a research area in its own right. 8 Discussion since then has adopted a refrain that the problem is systemic and its solution must address the entire system of scholarship, from the production of research to its dissemination and rewards. Perhaps more than any other idea, that dual image of system interdependency and structural reform has shaped our view of how major problems confronting the library field will have to be resolved.
The analysis presented here comes to a different view. It suggests that scholarly communication is not an interdependent system in any meaningful sense, even theoretically. Rather, it is a loosely coupled system, comprised of largely autonomous components with little communication, coordination, or even direct cause and effect relationships. This structural property of loose coupling is the essential reason why structural reform, which presupposes a considerable degree of integration and consensus in the system, is a poor theory and an unrealistic prospect.
Loose coupling does not require us to conclude that nothing can be done, through deliberate plan, to improve the operation of the scholarly communication system. But it does point up the need to consider the remoteness of grand structural reform and its likely futility, as well as question its very relevance. Loose coupling is not accidental or incidental, nor does it represent a flawed system. It reflects certain functional needs, such as flexibility, local adaptation, and innovation, afforded by such "organized anarchy." 9 In this perspective, structural reform-to the extent that it means tightening up patterns of influence or interaction for the sake of institutional order, as reflected in the scenario of a university-based publishing apparatus-would run the risk of impairing the system's capacity to handle constant environmental change.
Beyond this introductory sketch, the analysis is developed in five main parts. Part one describes the origin of the assumption of system interdependency. Part two sets out a model of scholarly communication as a loosely coupled system. As opposed to the previous literature, in which interdependency is an assumed condition, this model treats it as an independent variable. Part three surveys a few components of the system where tightly coupled patterns of influence or interaction are prevalent. Part four assesses certain prospects for electronic development of the system and how such development would affect its loosely coupled structure. The last part outlines some suggestions for future research and analysis.
ORIGIN OF THE ASSUMPTION OFINIERDEPENDENCY
The economic recession in higher education during the early 1970s, following the end of the "Great Society" spending spree on academic libraries, brought an initial shock at the real (unsubsidized) cost of scholarly publishing. Executive committees of learned societies made swift cuts in the size of their serials. 10 Hardest hit were the university presses. The book budgets of academic Scholarly Communication 103 libraries fell so suddenly that many presses were caught with unsalable inventory. Price increases, intended to make up for lost revenue, depressed sales further. Then in 1?73,a group of university press directors asked the ACLS to undertake a study of trends affecting scholarly publishers and academic libraries. In 1975, following two conferences and a $600,000 funding drive, The National Enquiry was launched.
When the report came out four years later, however, the university press directors denounced it as "trivial, if not downright silly ... poorly formulated, inadequately researched, badly interpreted, and presented with overstatements, contradictions, and logical fallacies."
11 A review of their specific criticisms is hardly necessary, since the report had only one lasting impact: its notion of system interdependency, which the press directors dismissed as "simplistic." 12 The only recommendation that came to pass-the creation of an Office of Scholarly Communication within ACLS itself-folded after a few years.
MODEL OF A LOOSELY
COUPLED SYSTEM A "system" is not simply or necessarily interdependent. Systems vary significantly in the extent to which components and processes constitute an integrated whole, one with salient cause and effect relationships. In a now famous paper, Karl Weick introduced the concept of loose coupling to convey the image of two structural properties of large-scale social systems: component semiautonomy and means-ends ambigui ty.U
Component Semiautonomy
In a loosely coupled system, components are somewhat responsive but essentially autonomous. Their connections may be sudden (rather than continuous), occasional (rather than frequent), negligible (rather than significant), indirect (rather than direct), or eventual (rather than immediate).
Thus, connections in the scholarly communication system may appear suddenly:
The advent of the computer had such jolting impact on scholarly communica-tion, primarily because of the swiftness of change it generated, that it is very largely responsible for the attention now given to scholarly communication as a system. 14 Further, connections in the scholarly communication system may occur occasionally, as campus administrators generally do not maintain regular communication with either library directors or university press . directors. Connections may be negligible, with libraries tending to preserve their institutional autonomy and freedom of action within resource-sharing programs. Connections may be · indirect; publication proliferation (as discussed below) is an offshoot of the growing complexity of the modem world and the size of higher education, and is not tightly coupled to either the publish-or-perish syndrome or the academic rewards system. Connections may be eventual, as illustrated by the fact that the economic recession that got under way in higher education in 1970 did not begin to influence library perceptions or practices until the latter half of that decade.
Means-Ends Ambiguity
The other major structural property of a loosely coupled system 'is that organizational means and ends (costs and benefits, inputs and outputs) may have ambiguous relationships. There is an absence of functional linkages to support a theory of organizational effectiveness.
Such loose coupling, to take a familiar example, pertains to collection development in academic libraries. Bibliographers are somewhat responsive to general or interdisciplinary concerns but work basi:. cally on their own, with fluid participation on the part of faculty. Means and ends are not closely tied: collection goals are broad and idealistic; selections are problematic owing to the extraordinary growth, price inflation, and uneven quality of scholarly publishing; technology for collection evaluation is hazy; and there is . little feedback about the eventual use or value of a given selection. 15 In contrast, tight coupling refers to interdependent subsystems or, within an organization, to direct means-ends relationships that can be controlled, restructured, or March 1994 at least understood in systematic ways. Loose and tight couplings can be used as building blocks in modeling the complex workings of the scholarly communication system. The few general accounts of this system published up to now describe its various constituencies with little attention to their actual patterns of influence or interaction. 16 In other fields, coupling analysis is one of the more powerful ways of depicting large-scale system complexity; about 300 such studies have been done.17 One advantage is the flexibility it affords theory-building; readers can add, critique, or rearrange certain blocks (sets of couplings) without having to rethink the whole conceptual scheme.
Libraries and Academic Institutions
An image of loose coupling between ·academic libraries and their parent institutions is evoked by a number of longstanding concerns. One is the general lack of regular communication between library directors and deans. Conventional wisdom holds that the library suffers from a kind of benign neglect because it does not pose either great problems or great opportunities. 18 The relative autonomy of the library, however, need not be viewed pejoratively. It reflects a certain logic of confidence associated with loosely coupled systems in which "parties bring to each other the taken-for-granted, good faith assumption that the other is, in fact, carrying out his or her defined activity."
19 Tightening up such patterns of interaction would be a reciprocal process involving a greater role for the faculty in the governance of the library. Librarians, understandably, ~ay not be very comfortable about such faculty involvement. 20 Another concern indicative of loose coupling is the absence of direct exchange relations between the library and the faculty in the political economy of collection development: ·Library directors, who have responsibility, lack authority. Faculty members, who have authority, lack responsibility. University administrators, who at least conceptually have both authority and responsibility, have abdicated both when it comes to libraries. Many librarians have virtually no contact with administrators except in times of painful financial discussions. 21 Such dispersion of power is reinforced by a third concern: the lack of cost-benefit analysis to indicate how investments in library resources are related to gains in campus productivity. Little wonder that administrators find it easier to discuss the symbolic importance of the library than to defend or refute its budget requests, which do not have even theoretical limits. 22 
Library Networks
It is easy to describe the American library system, with its extraordinary decentralization, as loosely coupled. Each library has a unique culture, with its own organizational mission and freedom of action. What is troublesome about that truism, however, is that librarians are influenced by certain opposing professional norms (normative linkages) about "the way things should be." Against the norm of organizational autonomy is the counternorm of network interdependency, which calls for cooperative arrangements to cope with the growth and inflation of scholarly publishing.
University administrators, who at least conceptually have both authority and responsibility, have abdicated both when it comes to libraries.
The dichotomy between autonomy and interdependency has not been dealt with satisfactorily in the library literature. Discussions have tended to be speculative and abstract, as in the 1970's model of "Combined Self-Interest," based on the ideal assumption that research libraries' strengths and weaknesses can be combined rationally in regional schemes of coordinated collection development. 23 Or, when discussions have turned to debates, writers treat the professional norm and counterScholarly Communication 105 norm as rhetorical devices. Clearly, whatever insights we might gain in the autonomy-interdependency dichotomy must come from broader considerations than the norm-counternorm frame of analysis. A brief sketch of some discontinuities in library interdependency over the past half-century might put this problem in better perspective.
Toward the end of the Second World War, Robert Downs made a precursory case for coordinated collection development, arguing that it was impossible for even the largest libraries to hold more than a fraction of the world's literature. 24 Yet, this proposition took thirty years to become a professional norm. Until the mid-1970s, o:rganizational autonomy-reflecting the "bigger is better" philosophy of collection management-overshadowed the idea of network interdependency.
Strikingly different was the latter half of the 1970s. That was the period in which coordinated collection development became what theorists call an "institutionalized thought structure." The early 1980s marked a third period of discontinuity, as the immense difficulty of taking interdependency from theory to practice . became evident. As reported in a national survey, nearly all collection development consortia became stymied in the attempt to move beyond the beginning stage of fostering . organizational relationships to the point of determining specific goals and responsibilities. Indeed, once participants became aware of the sheer diversity of organiza-· tiona! interests and collection management structures, they found themselves unable to specify even the general aims of their respective programs. 26 Over the past decade, the autonomyinterdependency dichotomy seems to have disappeared from active consideration. We now take for granted that libraries inevitably preserve their freedom of action within consortia, finding joint acquisition interests only on the margins of academic programs. The transition in paradigms from resource-sharing to "access, not ownership" has reinforced such freedom, since the optimal or affordable level of access is a local prerogative.
Scholars
Despite their central role in the scholarly communication system, scholars themselves have relatively bounded perspectives. This situation is evident from their segmented schools of thought, as well as their incomprehension of the system at large.
The fragmentation of scholars into rather isolated schools of thought is a familiar but barely understood process. So far, no model of the growth of knowledge has managed to account for the extent of "disconnectedness" in communication ties between scholars. The · broad effects of such fragmentation on the workings of the scholarly system, however, are clear enough. Research specialization (a function of intellectual efficiency) and research diffusion (a function of the growing complexity and uncertainty of the modern world) proceed in a mutually reinforcing fashion. The proliferation of journals generates new opportunities for debate, leading to even more highly specialized research aimed at nearly exclusive audiences, who become increasingly selective in their reading. Since the 1960s, that process has swept away much of the intellectual unity of the various disciplines. Learned societies now encompass scores of diverse groups with competing scientific or humanistic values and practitioner interests.27 While such conflicts have subsided in those learned societies no longer capable of close communication, they still tend to disrupt campus politics. As a primer on faculty governance warns, "Authoritarianism and chauvinism within the academic disciplines pose more direct barriers to collegiality than the most autocratic of administrators." 28 Scholars apparently do not fully grasp, let alone appreciate, the concept March 1994 of an interdependent scholi;lrly communication system. That concept is almost completely absent from the literatures of the physical sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities. As a rule, scholars have no real interest in the organization or finance of scholarly communication beyond their own immediate needs. 29 Some partial exceptions--episodes of broader awareness in the early 1970s-only serve to support the rule.
Research specialization (a function of intellectual efficiency) and research diffusion (a function of the growing complexity and uncertainty of the modem world) proceed in a mutually reinforcing fashion.
In 1972 Robert Lane, in his presidential address to the American Political Science Association, observed that research diffusion was hindering the cumulative development of that field and proposed the organization of a comprehensive database. At about the same time, Carl Beck proposed that the United Nations organize a comprehensive database on peace research. 30 Both proposals were dropped, failing to elicit sufficient interest.
In 1975 James McCartney organized a conference of sociology journal editors to establish some means of coordinating research dissemination. His concern was that high rejection rates of manuscripts meant that articles took three or four years to get published. His proposal to expedite the resubmission process by allowing editors to refer manuscripts directly to one another was not supported by the conference because of "many sociologists' fears against centralized planning and control of any form in the discipline." 31 In By the latter half of the 1970s, scholars' concerns about the scholarly communication system had run its course--just as interest began to gain momentum in the library field. The appearance of
The National Enquiry at the end of the decade marked this disjuncture: the report was reviewed only in library and information science journals, with all reviewers remarking on its distinctive integrated-system approach. 33 
University Presses
In the 1970s the relationship between university presses and academic libraries was tightly coupled. Since then, it has loosened considerably as the presses, once utterly dependent upon library sales, have gained a more independent market position by deemphasizing their scholarly mandate. Such decoupling does not augur well for the scenario envisioned by librarians in which the presses would assume a much greater role in scholarly publishing.
Before 1970 the university presses typically published 2,000 copies of a scholarly monograph, even one intended for a specific audience. · Since then, the average publication run for works in that category has been only about 500 copies. Gradually, the presses began publishing in other categories, such as mid-list books (serious nonfiction for the general public with projected sales of 2,000 to 10,000 copies), textbooks and reference works (with potential sales of 10,000 to 25,000 copies), and fiction. As a result, while the past twenty years have seen an almost unbroken decline in sales of scholarly monographs, university presses as a group have become bigger, healthier, and more diverse in their . operations. 34 University press directors apparently do not comprehend the librarian scenario of their taking charge of scholarly publishing. In all the literature, only one article Scholarly Communication 107 written by a press director even refers to the idea. 35 Press directors, who have been under university pressure for years to become completely self-sustaining, regard journal publishing-especially in science and technology fields-as too speculative (given the entrenched market positions of certain companies), too expensive (in terms of up-· front capital investments), and not scholarly enough (since most of the presses do not play the same role in adding value to journals that they do with monographs).
TIGHTLY COUPLED PATIERNS Analysis of interdependency in the scholarly communication system can be turned around and made more representative, by considering patterns of influence or interaction · that are tightly coupled. Such patterns, involving direct means-end relationships in the system, are few in number but historically durable. They involve price discrimination, informal information exchange mechanisms, and academic rewards.
Price Discrimination
A number of studies on discriminatory pricing practices have come to the same conclusions, that the best journals discriminate the most against libraries (in the form of institutional prices) and that a few European firms discriminate the most against U.S. institutions. 36 In view of the close relationship between price and quality, it is not surprising that library journal cancellations are only loosely coupled to journal prices. As Jean Haley and James Talaga found in an extensive survey, 80 percent of academic libraries tend to cancel less-expensive journals, whereas only one in six tend to cancel expensive ones.
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Informal Information Exchange Mechanisms
Earlier, mention was made of swift adjustments by learned societies to cut publication costs during the economic recession of the early 1970s. At least a decade earlier, scholars had begun to make individual adjustments to a differ-ent proble~the flOOd of information. To cope with publication lags, they developed a variety of informal exchange mechanisms to expedite the transfer of information.
Most of what we know in any detail about this· phenomenon was discovered in the Project of Scientific Exchange by the American Psychological Association (APA). In 1963, for example, half of the authors in core psychology journals distributed preprints, whereas by 1976 three of four authors distributed preprints and nearly all authors distributed reprints. As the APAobserved, the "burden of dissemination of scientific information has, to some extent, been taken on by the authors themselves." 38 The publish-or-perish standard that supposedly governs American higher education actually applies to only a small number of institutions.
Formal publication channels-being a year or two behind the scholars-became increasingly archival in character. In a study of 200 research projects in psychology during the late 1960s, ideas for only one of seven projects originated from published sources, the inspiration instead coming from informal networks. 39 More recent studies in other fields corroborate the primacy of informal exchange networks over formal publication channels in stimulating intellectual innovation. 40 
Academic Rewards
The strategy commonly advocated in the library field is simple in concept: administrators should make a concerted move toward quality-based measures of faculty research performance in order to displace the publish-or-perish syndrome of insignificant articles. This ·strategy is usually postulated in a paragraph or two without any consideration . of its feasibility, or whether the sort of simplification it offers is justified.· Several considerations cast doubt on any such strategy. In the first place, the publish-or-perish standard that sup- Ironically, as the numbers of scholars have multiplied, fewer people have the expertise to evaluate any particular piece of research because fields of knowledge have become increasingly specialized. Faculty committees have little choice but to rely on publication counts in administering the rewards system. Among its advantages-or virtues of its defects-are that such . counts can be standardized (and weighted according to the reputation of the publisher); that they can be done in a reasonable amount of time, year after year; and, most important, that they remove personnel matters from campus politics, paradigm conflicts, · and subjective issues of intellectual quality.
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Editorial boards have the relevant expertise, but no serious observer would claim that the manuscript review process is tightly coupled to objective criteria. Instead, even in the best of circumstances, such criteria tend to get displaced by certain random factors. Sue!} factors include the availability of space for the acceptance of new papers and what is known as the luck-of-the-reviewer draw. In the social sciences and . humanities, random factors account, by some estimates, for 50 percent of acceptor-reject decisions. In science and techn~logy fields-having more "physical reality" to gauge research design, as well as more journal space-the role of chance is reduced to about 25 percent. 44 As opposed to such loose coupling between manuscript review and intellectual quality, as well as between publish and perish, the academic rewards system is tightly coupled to numbers of publications. In terms of merit pay increases, economists have figured lifetime returns · per article produced! 5 In terms of professional recognition, sociologists have made the principles of acc. umulative advantage and the competence multiplier major themes in the literature. 46 Thus, the strategy now espoused in the library field-to simultaneously increase research quality and decrease publication proliferation by changing the rewards system-would surely break down in any test. 47 Finally, the academic rewards system is none of the business of librarians. As one administrator gently warned at an ARL meeting, "nothing is more likely to be misunderstood and to anger academics than even thoughtful comments on this subject."
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ELECTRONIC PROSPECTS
Development of the Internet as a global telecommunications network has largely reinforced the loosely coupled structure of the scholarly communication system. Management of the Internet resembles an "organized anarchy" with its philosophically pluralistic notions of decentralized initiative, local autonomy, and intellectual diversity. 49 While use of the Internet-navigating its 11,000 semiautonomous networks, finding and downloading subjectspecific files-no longer requires much technical sophistication, widespread adoption of its command-driven protocols (file transfer and telnet, as opposed to mail) across the scholarly communication system remains problematic. Indeed, the literature paints a fairly bleak scenario in which the scholarly system becomes more or less balkanized along the lines of differing Internet competencies:
Gaps in network attitudes and skills exist along several dimensions: between older and younger researchers, between researchers and network administrators, between people in different sectors, between researchers from different disciplines, and between researchers working on different kinds or different stages of problems. 50 In that broad respect, the Internet will likely contribute to internal divisions within the disciplines for some years.
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The basic issue in the library field involves prospects for the development of a university-based electronic publishing apparatus, principally to resolve theserials crisis. Contrary to popular belief, such a development would likely exacerbate the current situation by (a) impairing intellectual innovation, (b) accelerating publication proliferation, and (c) intensifying price inflation.
First, consider certain basic decision rules in the editorial process for evaluating intellectual innovation. Science journals have acceptance rates in the 60-80 percent range because they seek to minimize the chance that worthy papers will be rejected (a so-called Type I error), whereas social science journals have acceptance rates at the other end of the spectrum-in the 5-25 percent rangebecause they would rather risk rejecting a worthy paper than accepting an unworthy one. The latter situation (of avoiding a Type II error) is a condition of fields that are beset with differences over what problems are really important, what techniques are most useful, how much evidence is sufficient, and whether a solution to a given problem exists. 5 
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If one rationale for a university-based publishing apparatus is to stem publication output by emphasizing quality control, turning around the decision rule for science journals from the established a:im of avoiding Type I errors (rejection of a worthy paper) to a different aim of avoiding Type II errors (acceptance of a possibly unworthy paper) may disrupt intellectual risk taking and innovation.
Much the same can be said about a general publishing apparatus based on learned societies. They tend to be intellectually conservative and slow to develop a consensus on emerging research trends. Commercial publishers, in contrast, are concerned primarily with business risk and cannot afford to worry much about intellectual risk or conservatism. 5 2 Now consider the potential for acceleration of publication proliferation in an electronic system. As noted, since the 1960s journal space has become increasingly valuable, with upward to half of editorial decisions in the social sciences and humanities depending on the availability of space for the acceptance of new papers. (In science and technology, fewer editorial decisions depend on space constraints, since journals in those fields impose page charges, deal with much shorter manuscripts, and have a stronger consensus on how to apply criteria of intellectual quality.)
Although criticism of the refereeing process as being too conservative or slow is commonplace, no other process is workable for full-text articles.
Electronic journals, however, are not faced with space constraints. What happens when editors no longer must consider which papers merit the expense of publication? From a strictly economic standpoint, the refereeing process would be unnecessary:
No longer do we need to treat publication space as a precious resource to be doled out according to a schema of merit. Everything can be made available to everyone. We will no longer need a chosen few to do our choosing. 53 Such a situation would serve no beneficial purpose. Although criticism of the refereeing process as being too conservative or slow is commonplace, no other process is workable for full-text articles (as opposed to the posting of abstracts of draft manuscripts on the Internet to elicit critiques).
Of historical note, in 1969 the APA started an Experimental Publication System as a way of dealing with growing publication backlogs. The idea was to publish an abstract of any paper submitted to it within sixty-five days of receipt (with papers available by mail). That experiment was discontinued after eight months because neither authors nor readers favored fast dissemination at the expense of the refereeing process. 54 Thus, one can only hope that when scholarly journals go electronic, a kind of Gresham's law of publications-based on the fear that bad papers will drive out March 1994 authors and readers-will keep traditional ground rules of the editorial process in place. By then, journal space scarcity based on economic cost will no longer enforce standards of intellectual quality.
Now, consider what would happen to the structure of knowledge under the simplistic scheme of each university becoming its own publisher. Universities rarely have enough faculty to provide in-depth coverage of a given research area; instead, faculty hiring is geared to broaden instructional coverage (i.e., a university hires only one or two professors of British history, or of comparative politics). If a university were to publish its own research, the literature in any given area would be dispersed over scores or hundreds of journals, rather than collected in a few specialized ones. Surely, there would be no economy or bibliographic control in that. Nor could the refereeing process be adequately handled on campus.
A necessarily more elaborate scheme would have universities publish specialized electronic journals in line with the international division of intellectual labor. What effect would that have on library subscription rates? Would university presses set rates more or less altruistically, at the cost of production-or would they treat journals as valuedadded commodities to be sold at market value? Richard Rowe suggests that universities would operate in a businesslike fashion:
With the economic pressures upon universities and with the shortening of the time frame between a scientific discovery and its commercial application for profit, . . . royalties from faculty products will be increasingly used as a source of revenue. I expect universities to look more and more to other intellectual products-the ideas, the publications, the writings of faculty-as potential sources of revenue to offset the escalating costs. 55 That view is also found in economic forecasts for American higher education. Universities, having increased tuition charges to maximum levels during the 1980s, are generally adopting more opportunistic standards of entrepreneurial behavior. 56 Over time, the scholarly communication system will become article-based, rather than journal-based. As Clifford Lynch observes, the ensuing financial environment may be far more volatile and complex than libraries are prepared to handle:
Libraries have assumed that prices per article would be relatively constant from one article in a given journal to another, and over relatively long time periods .... But it is easy to imagine publishers applying information technology to vary prices of articles over days or weeks, based on usage levels, topic interest, citation analysis, or media coverage. (A Nobel Prize, for example, might stimulate immediate doubling of prices for recent articles authored by the recipient.) One can imagine speculative markets in article futures much like a commodity market. Are libraries ready to ... adapt their budget and acquisitions policies to the realities of this new environment? 57 Clearly, any major shift in the scholarly enterprise away from disinterested inquiry to ventures that are primarily profit-oriented would undermine the traditional rationale of the university press, as well as worsen the financial situation of academic libraries.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
Prospects for restructuring the scholarly communication system are nil. From a systems perspective, the overall configuration of loosely coupled patterns of influence or interaction vis-a-vis tightly coupled patterns are the reverse of what reformers would need. On the one hand, those patterns on which reformers would base a different system-academic library relations with university administrations, with university presses, with scholars, and with scholarly societiesare all loosely coupled, relatively weak, and hardly given to social engineering. On the other hand, those patterns which reformers seek to change-price inflation Scholarly Communication 111 and discrimination, publication proliferation, and academic rewards-all involve tightly coupled patterns of cause and effect that are historically durable. Moreover, structural reform is not simply remote but also misguided because certain functional needs-for flexibility, local adaptation, and innovation-would likely be impaired. Nonetheless, some suggestions for future research and analysis in this area can be outlined in order to provide a few guidelines for determining what is practical and desirable.
In Conceptual Matters, Look to Complexity and Controversy-Not to Simplicity and Interdependency
In the library field, the usual approach to discussing structural reform of the scholarly communication . system is to state seemingly plausible propositions, as if they could supply enough evaluation or incentive to spur action by other parties that would serve the interests of libraries. For example:
Universities should cease giving away the results of their research, only later to have academic libraries re-acquire the same information in the form of an expensive journal. Why not create a university-based publishing system? 58 Even when such a proposition is backed by some economic claim-"universities would save half a billion dollars" is the figure bandied about-this approach leads to nothing more than rhetoric. Indeed, that has been the situation over the past decade.
Since the scholarly communication system includes a multitude of segmented groups, each with quite different interests, any realistic approach to reform of the system would have to anticipate in some detail the difficulties in strategy, plans, and sequences of action that inevitably would occur. Policy makers in the groups will simply rule out of bounds structural reforms based on relatively narrow subsystem (academic library) interests as being uninteresting, too removed, or poorly understood, no matter how theoretically important. 59 The great difficulty of basing analysis on what seems rational or plausible is finding and choosing a desirable position for one's own group (subsystem) that is at the same time acceptable to other groups and good for the system as a whole. Writers in the library field, for example, complain of publishers maximizing profits, of administrators simplifying the rewards system, of scholars turning out so-called LPUs (least publishable units of research), and so forth.
An elementary theorem holds that loosely coupled systems provide greater room for self-determination than is true of more centralized systems, in which local adaptation and initiative are limited.
Yet, writers in the library field expect university presses to assume not only a much greater subsidization of scholarly publishing but to do so in domains relatively foreign to their experience: science and technology journals. They would have university presses absorb heavy capital outlays, ignore the market value of publications, and price them at roughly the production cost. Such change would merely shift the financial burden from academic libraries to other budgets within the university. The "half billion dollars" in savings to universities is an amorphous claim.
Essentially the same problem is encountered when librarians urge administrators and scholars to make radical changes in the rewards system. What is noticeably missing is any suggestion of extra burdens for academic libraries. Indeed, the whole notion of a scholarly communication system in crisis has the effect of shifting the field of controversy from library resource-sharing to what other groups might do.
In Policy Matters, Look to Disjointed Incrementalism and the Demonstration Effect-Not to Radical Reform
The social engineering implicit in proposals to transform the publisher base or the rewards system is rare in democracies. It would require extraordinary intellectual March 1994 and political comprehensiveness. Local needs and functional arrangements are liable to be "coordinated" out of sight by any grand plan. An elementary theorem holds that loosely coupled systems provide greater room for self-determination than is true of more centralized systems, in which local adaptation and initiative are limited/"
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The essential point is that complex or controversial aspects of scholarly publishing-such as the function of journal space constraints, the role of Type I and Type II editorial decision rules, the difference between production cost and market value, and the prospect of universities practicing economic altruismshould not get lost or blunted through the arbitrariness of centralizing schemes. Such aspects must be fully considered before any scenario of structural reform will be taken seriously. Consider paper costs. Ann Okerson states that ''by some accounts, dropping paper distribution cuts publishing costs approximately in half." 61 Yet, libraries or computer centers will foot the bill for all the paper used to download thousands of articles from the Internet, many in multiple copies.
For those who remain steadfastly interested in pursuing structural reform, the first step would be to scale down grand scenarios to specific projects by deciding on a field and then make changes on an exploratory basis in order to determine what is actually possible and desirable. Such disjointed incrementalism would allow the opposition, the neutrals, and even the supporters to digest the process with a minimum of problems.
A logical field would be library and information science, where structural reform is already an institutionalized concept and the rewards system is not generally based on publication counts. Some questions directly pertinent to reform would crop up. According to Library Journal's latest survey, there are 118 journals in our field-is that too many?
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The average price is $60.81-is that too much? Price inflation has been 358 percent since 1977-is that, to an undue degree, the result of greed? Which university presses would volunteer to displace commercial presses and to practice price altruism?
If such an unlikely project proved moderately successful, we might have a case (in the form of demonstration effects) for encouraging projects in other fields. However, that prospect is weakened by the very nature of loosely coupled systems. Local autonomy allows such systems to respond to environmental change with more novel solutions than is true of tightly coupled systems. Yet, the very looseness of structure that allows subsystem innovations to flourish may retard their diffusion across the system. Thus, loosely coupled systems tend to have conspicuous cultural lags, as well as strong functional restraints on structural reforms. It is always easier to effect change within a subsystem than introduce change across subsystems. 63 In the scholarly communication system, the strikingly different requirements of journal-based fields and book-based fields foreclose any general strategy of structural reform. 64 All things considered, scenarios of grand structural reform will probably become a passing phase in the literature. The "logic of confidence" associated with loosely coupled systems-whereby parties expect each other to handle factors within their respective spheres of
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control-will compel us to return to themes of coordinated collection development once dominant in the 1970s. Whether that is a viable strategy remains to be seen. But greater attention to resource sharing is clearly preferable to another decade of rhetoric about overhauling the scholarly communication system as a whole in order to resolve certain problems confronting academic libraries.
Postscript
Some of our idealism in face of the serials crisis has rested on the assumption of system interdependency-that although different constituencies may adopt conflicting approaches to particular problems, the ''binding forces, the common interests, are ultimately stronger." To shift our assumption-ground to one based on a loosely coupled system does not imply an end to optimism. But it should remind us of the simple truth that America has no national consensus about what constitutes the good scholarly communication system. Recognition of complexity and controversy should be an intellectual stimulus in the coming debate, not a provocation for either wishful or pessimistic scenarios. The challenge is to summon our own considerable collective ingenuity, focusing on systemwide perspectives and field-specific exemplars, to demonstrate what is possible and desirable.
